WELCOME TO NC STATE

The following items are prohibited in Reynolds Coliseum out of concern for the safety of our guests, employees and participants:

- Animals (Service animals are permitted, emotional support animals are not permitted)
- Artificial Noise Makers
- Bicycles
- Cameras (Camera and detachable lens combination cannot exceed eight (8) inches in overall length)
- Coolers/Ice Bags
- Drones/Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (includes the parking lots)
- Food or Drink of Any Kind*
- Food or Drink Containers (unless they are empty)
- Laser Pointers
- Personal Transport Devices with wheels (footwear with wheels, hoverboards, skateboards, etc.)
- Poles/Sticks for Flags or Signs
- Selfie Sticks, Signs/Banners/Flags larger than 3’x2’
- Smoking
- Strollers (Large, non-collapsible; collapsible strollers are permitted)
- Video Cameras and Go Pros
- Weapons

*Exceptions will be made for those with medical requirements or special needs; fans should carry any necessary documentation, credentials or identification.

NC State reserves the right to prohibit any additional items deemed unsafe or unacceptable by stadium security personnel.